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Inspiration, Strategies & Support with Debbie and Friends 
 

Quick Tips 

FOR BUSY WOMEN 

DEFEAT ANXIETY WITH STEPHANIE DALFONZO 

n How Stephanie began her own battle against anxiety 
It started with something minor, like the kids were bickering or whining. In the months leading 
up to this, my anxiety had exploded into debilitating insomnia and so the smallest things set 
me off. I couldn’t take it anymore. I went to the doctor and got a prescription. It worked for a 
short time. Then it stopped working, and the anxiety was even worse. I realized that the 
medication was just a Band-Aid and that I first needed to figure out “What is anxiety?” I was 
in my mid-30s, and I did not know until then that I had struggled with anxiety my whole life. I 
didn’t know there was another way to live. I started doing research and, with relief, learned 
that it was not my fault. We are wired this way — the same way we were wired when we lived 
in caves with that fight-or-flight syndrome. We go into an automatic react mode. But there’s 
another way, and that is to respond instead. 

n How do you know if you have anxiety? 
The first half of my life I didn’t realize that I had anxiety because that was “normal” for me. I 
learned anxiety could show itself as sleep issues. It could be constant worrying. I would worry 
about everything and had the need to control things. I kept an immaculate house because, as 
someone pointed out, it was the one thing I felt like I could control. The fear of being judged 
becomes so huge, and it can lead us to avoid social situations. There are physical symptoms 
like sweaty palms and racing hearts. Stress and anxiety oftentimes show up as gastrointestinal 
issues. When you have gut issues, check out what’s going on with your emotions. 

n Simple stress-relief techniques from Goodbye Anxiety 
1. If you can, stop when you’re in the midst of chaos and everything looks absolute 

yucky, and think, “What’s right right now?” It could be, “I’m breathing” or “I’m 
having a wonderful conversation.” Look for what feels right.  

2. Spiritual teacher Neale Donald Walsch offers a simple exercise. Set aside time to 
weave this into everyday life: At various points in the day, just stop for 10 seconds. 

3. When we smile, even if we don’t feel like it, it automatically lifts our spirits. For the 
next seven days, commit to stop for 10 seconds at various points during the day and 
smile. Notice how it starts to lighten things. If you can lift up just a little bit, that 
simple shift can create lasting change. 

4. Breathe in a color. Colors have energetic signatures to them. For example, pink is the 
energy of unconditional love. Blue is very calming. I tell clients, “You’re in this 
beautiful, calming place. What color pops for you?” Without judging, whatever color 
you see is your color to bring you to peace and calm. Even black. You may think of 
black as negative, but it is the energy of strength and protection. 
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n What is and isn’t helpful for those suffering anxiety 
My husband, God bless him, would say, “95 percent of what you worry about is never going 
to happen, so just stop it.” That didn’t help me. When you recognize someone is struggling 
with anxiety, you can say, “I’m sorry you’re having a tough time. Can we just take a moment 
and breathe?” Don’t tell them, “Just relax” or “Go to the doctor and get some medication.” 
Don’t judge. That’s the hardest thing. Withhold that judgment because they’re already 
struggling with enough. 

n What parents can do if their children are anxious 
We are having crisis levels of stress, anxiety and depression with our kids, our teens, our 
young adults. My answer is to take care of yourself first. Put that oxygen mask on yourself 
first because anxious parents have anxious kids. As a parent, I understand you want to take 
care of your kids. It doesn’t work that way. You have to take care of your stuff first and then 
you can start helping your kids.  

n The possible effects of childhood experience on adult life 
The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) was a groundbreaking study done in the ’90s by 
the Centers for Disease Control and Kaiser Permanente. They asked 10 simple questions on 
experiences before the age of 18. They’d ask about the loss of family members and about 
emotional, sexual and physical abuse. If you score four or more on the quiz, there is a direct 
correlation to physical and emotional disease as adults, including depression, obesity, diabetes, 
suicide attempts, heart disease and cancer. (See this month’s Coaching sheet for the full ACEs 
questionnaire.) 
 

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 
Goodbye Anxiety, Hello Freedom: How to Build Resilience and Overcome 
Anxiety by Stephanie Dalfonzo is available on Amazon. 

Visit her website at StephanieDalfonzo.com for resources, blog posts, and 
information about working with Stephanie or booking her as a speaker. 

 


